We give a unified description of tree-level multigluon amplitudes in the high-energy limit. We represent the Parke-Taylor amplitudes and the Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov amplitudes in terms of color configurations that are ordered in rapidity on a two-sided plot. We show that for the helicity configurations they have in common the Parke-Taylor amplitudes and the Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov amplitudes coincide.
Introduction
In high-energy hadron collisions multi-jet events are of phenomelogical interest because they appear as background to top-quark and electroweak-boson production and to eventual Higgs-boson production and new-physics signals. To compute the production rate for multi-jet events, we need to evaluate amplitudes with multi-parton final states. These are also of interest per se because they yield the radiative corrections to the total parton cross section, which in the high-energy limit of perturbative QCD is predicted to have a power-like growth in the parton center-of-mass energy √ŝ [1] - [3] .
Multi-parton amplitudes have been computed in the high-energy limit by Fadin, Kuraev and Lipatov (FKL) [2] , who considered the tree-level production of n gluons in parton-parton scattering in the limit of a strong rapidity ordering of the produced partons, assuming their transverse momenta to be all of the same size, Q. This kinematic configuration is termed multiregge kinematics. The amplitudes are given by the exchange of a gluon ladder between the scattering partons (Fig.4) . FKL made also an ansatz for the leading logarithmic contribution, in ln(ŝ/Q 2 ), of the loop corrections to the multiparton amplitudes, to all orders in α s . This changes the form of the propagators of the gluons exchanged in thet channel, but preserves the ladder structure of the amplitudes.
Using thenŝ-channel unitarity and dispersion relations, FKL computed the total cross section for a one-gluon ladder exchange and the elastic amplitude for the exchange of a two-gluon ladder in a color-singlet configuration, i.e. for the exchange of a perturbative pomeron.
On the other hand, exact tree-level amplitudes for the production of n gluons have been computed by Parke and Taylor (PT) [4] in a helicity basis, for specific helicity configurations of the incoming and outgoing gluons. In a helicity basis the color structure of the tree-level amplitudes may be decomposed as a sum over all the noncyclic permutations of the gluon color flows. In a previous work [5] we have represented the color flows of the PT amplitudes in terms of color lines in the fundamental representation of SU(N c ). Permuting the color flows the color lines appear twisted, however every configuration may be untwisted introducing a two-sided plot [6] . We have shown then that restricting the PT amplitudes to the multiregge kinematics only the untwisted configurations with the gluons ordered in rapidity on the two-sided plot contribute. In ref. [5] we worked with the squared PT amplitudes at leading N c , however due to the incoherence of the leading N c term in the color sum of the squared PT amplitudes, the color flows we consider there are the same as the ones of the PT amplitudes themselves.
Thus, also for the PT amplitudes, for which no approximation in N c is made, the leading color configurations are the ones with the gluons ordered in rapidity on the two-sided plot.
In this paper we consider again the sum over the leading color flows of the PT amplitudes in the multiregge kinematics, and we show that for the helicity configurations they have in common the PT amplitudes and the FKL amplitudes are equal.
Besides, we note that the two helicities of each gluon emitted along the gluon ladder contribute to the same extent to the FKL amplitude, since changing the helicity of a gluon along the ladder changes the FKL amplitude only by a phase.
Spinor algebra in multiregge kinematics
We consider the production of n + 2 gluons of momentum p i , with i = 0, ..., n + 1 and n ≥ 0, in the scattering between two gluons of momenta p A and p B , and we assume that the produced gluons satisfy the multiregge kinematics, i.e. we require that the gluons are strongly ordered in rapidity y and have comparable transverse momentum,
The Mandelstam invariants (38) (Appendix A) take then the approximate form,
In the calculation of helicity amplitudes, polarization vectors are expressed in terms of massless spinors. Thus, we recall here and in Appendix B concepts and notations of spinor algebra. Massless Dirac spinors ψ ± (p) of fixed helicity are defined by the projection,
We use for the spinors the shorthand notation of ref. [7] ,
In the multiregge kinematics the spinor products (46), computed in Appendix B, reduce to
where we have used the complex notation (36) and we have expressed p 
Parke-Taylor amplitudes in multiregge kinematics
After having set up the kinematics we are going to use in this and in the next section, we introduce the PT amplitudes, i.e. exact tree-level amplitudes for the production of n gluons in a specific helicity configuration. Sorting out the color structure, a tree-level multigluon amplitude in a helicity basis may be written as [8] configurations [4] , [9] . Considering all the momenta as outgoing, the PT amplitudes describe the maximally helicity-violating configurations (−, −, +, ..., +) [4] , [8] 1 ,
where i and j are the gluons of negative helicity. The configurations (+, +, −, ..., −) are then obtained by replacing the pk products with [kp] products. In eq. (7) the following representation for the gluon polarization vector has been used [8] ,
which enjoys the properties
where k is an arbitrary light-like momentum. The sum (11) is equivalent to use an axial, or physical, gauge.
From the spinor products (5), we see that in the multiregge kinematics the PT amplitudes (7) for which the numerator is the largest are the ones for which the pair of negative-helicity gluons is one of the following,
We focus on the first pair, and fixp A = −p A andp B = −p B . From eq. (7) we have,
1 Note that eq.(7) differs for the √ 2 factor from the expression given in ref. [8] , because we use the standard normalization of the λ matrices, tr(λ
where the gluons p i , with i = 1, ..., n, are all emitted with helicity ν = +. We put then eq. (13) back into eq. (6) and examine in detail all the color orderings, as we did in ref. [5] , but here we do it at the amplitude level. We start with the ordering [A, 0, ..., n + 1, B] (Fig.1 ). Using the spinor products (5) and the first of the identities (47) (Appendix B), the string of spinor products in the denominator of eq. (13) is
It is easy to see by explicit calculation that every other color configuration, for which we keep fixed the position of gluons A and B in the color ordering and permute the outgoing gluons, gives a larger contribution to eq. (14) and so a subleading contribution, of O(e −|y i −y j | ), to eq.(6). We note that untwisting the color lines on a configuration with permuted outgoing gluons, the color ordering we obtain is different from the rapidity ordering. Thus the leading color configuration in multiregge kinematics is the one whose untwisted lines respect the rapidity ordering (Fig.1 ). Next, we move gluon B one step to the left and consider the color orderings [A, 0, ..., j− 1, j + 1, ..., n + 1, B, j], with j = 0, ..., n + 1 (Fig.2a) . Untwisting the color lines, we get gluon j on the back of the plot (Fig.2b) . We compute then the string of spinor products,
We note that the result is independent of which gluon we have taken to the back of the plot in Fig.2b . As compared to the string of spinor products in eq. (14) Then we move gluon B further to the left and consider the color orderings [A, 0, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., n + 1, B, k, j], with j, k = 0, ..., n + 1 and j < k (Fig.3a) .
Untwisting the color lines, we get gluons j and k on the back of the plot (Fig.3b) . The related string of spinor products is,
The same considerations we have done after eq.(15) apply to this configuration. We just note more that every permutation of the gluons on the front of the plot or on the back of the plot yields a larger contribution to eq.(16) and so a subleading contribution, of O(e −|y i −y j | ), to eq.(6). Thus the leading color configurations are the n + 2 2 configurations whose untwisted lines respect the rapidity ordering on both the sides of the plot of Fig.3b .
We can then proceed further by taking gluon B one more step to the left, i.e. by considering three gluons on the back of the plot, and so on. Taking gluon B all the way to the left, we will have exhausted all the (n + 3)! noncyclic permutations of the color ordering [A, 0, ..., B]. Substituting then eq. (13), (14), (15) and (16) into eq. (6), we
where the color orderings which contribute to eq.(17) in the multiregge kinematics are given by the 2 n+2 configurations which respect the rapidity ordering on the two-sided plot. Using nested commutators (cf. eq.(31)), eq.(17) may be written as,
As noted after eq. 
where the gluons p i , with i = 1, ..., n, are as usual all emitted with helicity ν = +.
The Fadin-Kureav-Lipatov amplitudes at fixed helicities
The tree-level amplitude for the production of n + 2 gluons in the multiregge kinematics has been computed in ref. [2] (Fig.4) , and it is
where the ν's are the helicities, the q's are the momenta of the gluons exchanged in thê
The Γ-tensors are helicity-conserving tensors,
and the Lipatov vertex [1] is
with q µ i⊥ = (0, 0; q i⊥ ) and with the Mandelstam invariants as given in eq.(2). The Γ-tensors and the Lipatov vertex are gauge invariant. Following the nomenclature of ref. [10] we call the former a right gauge (R) and the latter a left gauge (L).
In order to facilitate the contraction with the Lipatov vertex in L or R gauges it is convenient to decompose a polarization vector in light-cone or Sudakov components.
Using then the property (10) we obtain [10] ,
with ǫ 
Using eq.(53) (Appendix C) and the complex notation (36) (Appendix A) we may write the contraction (24) for the helicity ν = + as
from which, using the conversion table (55) (Appendix C) between the representations (8) and (23), the contraction of the Lipatov vertex with the gluon polarization in eq. (20) is,
From eq.(49) (Appendix C), the contractions of the helicity-conserving tensors (21) with the gluon polarizations are 2 ,
Substituting eq. (26) and (27) into eq. (20), the FKL amplitude in the helicity configuration of eq. (13) becomes
Next, we need to convert the product of structure constants into the trace of a product of λ-matrices. From the algebra of the λ-matrices we have
from which, using the antisymmetry of the structure constants and the ciclicity of the trace, we have
Using eq. (29) and (30), it is then easy to see that,
which shows that also for the FKL amplitudes the only configurations which contribute are the 2 n+2 color configurations which respect the rapidity ordering on the two-sided plot of Fig.2 and 3 .
Replacing eq.(31) into eq.(28), we find it in agreement with eq. (18), thereby proving that the PT amplitudes and the FKL amplitudes coincide in the high-energy limit.
The configuration with all the helicities ν = − is obtained by replacing the complex conjugates of eq. (26) and (27) 
with helicities ν i = + and i = 1, ..., n. Eq.(32) is in agreement with eq.(19).
Finally, we note that the two helicities of each gluon produced along the ladder exchanged in thet channel contribute on equal footing to the FKL amplitude (20).
Indeed changing the helicity of gluon p i we must take the complex conjugate of eq. (26),
and we obtain that the amplitude (28) this is a simple observation from the standpoint of the FKL amplitudes, it is far from being obvious when we consider the color decomposition of multigluon amplitudes in a helicity basis, since the color structure of the tree-level amplitudes (6) does not describe all the possible color configurations of n gluons, more configurations appearing in the color decomposition at the loop level [12] .
Thus the invariance of the color structure of the FKL amplitude from the tree level to the loop level seems to imply that the additional color configurations that appear in the decomposition of loop-level multigluon amplitudes in a helicity basis should not give a leading contribution in the multiregge kinematics.
light-cone coordinates, p ± = p 0 ±p || , with scalar product p·q = (
the gluon 4-momenta are,
where to the left of the semicolon we have the + and -components, and to the right the transverse components. y is the gluon rapidity and φ is the azimuthal angle between the vector p ⊥ and an arbitrary vector in the transverse plane. Throughout the paper we use the complex notation for the transverse momenta,
From the momentum conservation,
the Mandelstam invariants may be written as,
|p i⊥ ||p j⊥ |e
B Massless-spinor algebra
The spinors (4) are normalized as
and their relative phases are chosen so that under the charge-conjugation operation C
with charge-conjugation matrix satisfying the algebra [13] 
Eq.(41) determines C up to a phase C = e iα γ 2 , and the further condition (42) fixes it as C = ±iγ 2 . From eq.(41) the transposed spinor transforms as,
We use the chiral representation of the γ-matrices [13] ,
with I the 2 × 2 unit matrix and σ i the Pauli matrices. Solving then the Dirac equation where the relative sign between ψ + (p) and ψ − (p) is fixed by choosing the charge-conjugation matrix as C = iγ 2 . The overall phases e iγ , e iα and e iβ are of course arbitrary. Without losing generality we fix them to 1. Using the spinor representation (45), the spinor products for the momenta (35) are
Using the spinors (45), the momentum conservation (37) and the Mandelstam invariants (38), it is straightforward to check that the spinor products (46) satisfy the identities, pk = − kp ,
pk [kp] = 2p · k = |ŝ pk | , which entail that the spinor products may be regarded as the complex square roots of the Mandelstam invariants.
C The gluon polarizations
For the gluon polarizations we use the representation (8) 
